CODEOBJECTS INTEGRATED SERVICE

Business Intelligence

Make informed, data-driven decisions with a complete view of business
performance metrics with our built-in business intelligence and powerful
analytics tools.
CUSTOMERS WHO TRUST CODEOBJECTS

Better insight leads to better decisions, better
business and an overall better bottom line. Our
business intelligence solution is fully integrated
with the CodeObjects Core Suite, and provides rich
data visualization, exploration and discovery. Prebuilt measures, dimensions and key performance
indicators make it easier to understand the data.

Benefits All Property and Casualty Functions

CodeObjects business intelligence reveals actionable
insights to help you see underlying trends,
identify potential risks, and find opportunities for
competitive differentiation and growth.

Product Perform profitability analyses, ensure adequate risk
pricing, be more competitive with consensus data.

Sales Identify agent productivity, retention and renewal rates,
and profitability levels by product, region and territory.
Underwriting Identify trends for premiums and losses.
Monitor risk trends by classification and distribution. Optimize
productivity.
Claims Manage adjuster performance, improve fraud detection,
vendor management, and drill down into loss-expense ratios.

Finance & Accounting Perform analytics for reserve, premium,
profit and accurate loss reserving.

Enable Data-Driven Decisions

Proactive Intelligence

Gain Competitive Advantage

Standard and custom reports and
dashboards reveal business trends and
opportunities for growth. Teams can
adjust underwriting rules, policies or
procedures based on real-time data.

Real-time alerts, dashboards and reports
reveal trends before they become a
problem. Intelligence gives carriers
the information they need to adjust
strategies and maximize success.

Deep analytics reveal potential risk,
competitive factors and consumer
preferences. Build effective strategies
and quickly implement changes that are
informed by data.
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DESIGNED TO HELP YOUR TEAM MAKE AGILE, DATA-INFORMED DECISIONS
CodeObjects business intelligence enables you to better understand how your business is performing at a
granular level. Measure your business performance against expectations and project probably outcomes.
Data-driven decisions allow you to course correct along the way to achieve the best business result.

Comprehensive Data P&C Data Warehouse

Pre-built reports

Get a 360-degree view of business performance with our
purpose-built data and analytics, optimized for the insurance
industry.

Optimized for the P&C industry, CodeObjects provides over
60 pre-built reports and dashboards, covering all aspects of
the business.

Connect To Essential Data Sources

Customizable Dashboards

CodeObjects integrates with key information sources including
leading party vendors and information services, ECM, payment
and accounting solutions.

Simplify access to essential data and improve transparency
through user-friendly dashboards that can be easily
configured, updated and shared.

Flexible Data Visualizations
Simple, rich data visualizations help teams access data,
configure views and run reports based on their specific needs.

Better systems. Better policies. Better business.
CodeObjects is a state-of-the-art, cloud-based Property & Casualty
Insurance platform. With CodeObjects, carriers have access to better
systems, can write better policies and deliver better business results.
Our solutions are purpose-built for, and fully configurable by business
users. We put the power to change, update or launch new products
in the hands of these users, with minimal reliance on IT. CodeObjects
gives carriers the flexibility and speed they need to respond to
change, reduce risk and grow.
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